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Recipe:  1 Breathable Ball Gag (SS10023)
  1 Bed Bondage Restraint Kit (SS10000)
  1 Red and Black Striped Flogger (SS10045)

REDEFINE  YOUR PLAY

SEXY SCIENCE

When we are blindfolded, our remaining senses are 
heightened.  When we anticipate pleasure, our brain creates 
more dopamine, the body’s serious feel good chemical.

Recipe:  1 Blindfold (SS10002)
  1 Beginners Handcuffs (SS10028)
  1 Chainball Tickler (SS75018)

Ball gags can provide a very positive sexual experience 
for those who wish to explore.  Think of it as a blindfold for 
your mouth.  Let go of your need to speak and learn how to 
communicate in a whole new way.   Ball gags, like many other 
sexual toys, are about trust. After all, isn’t that what great sex 
is all about? Letting go!







Why does spanking feel so good? 
Blood rushes to the skin causing 

a tingling sensation.  Clap your 
hands three times to feel that 
sensation… tingling, stinging, 
and maybe even a light 
burning.  Imagine the reaction 
your back side will have.

Recipe: 
1 Crystal Whip (SS10041)

1 Feather Slapper (SS10062)
1 Enchanted Heart Paddle (SS09920)

SPANK IT GOOD!



IN THE END

Nipple clips. The tighter you make them, the more 
blood leaves your nipples. When you take them off, 
the blood comes rushing back. Be prepared for an 
amazing nipple-gasm.

Recipe:  1 Feathered Nipple Clamps (SS10082)
  1 Spreader Bar with Metal Cuffs (SS09911)
  1 ice cube

NIPPLE PLAY

The abundance of nerve endings “in the 
end” makes anal play interesting and full of 
sensation. Many men and women experience 
more intense orgasms by adding anal toys or 
stimulation. As the beads ease in and “pop” 
out, the sensation can send shock waves of 
delight throughout your body!

Recipe: 1 Silicone Anal Beads (SS10074)
 1 heavy dose of lube
 1 cup patience







Pull both leg 
straps to adjust

With dildo 
placed in harness

Step into harness..
..one leg at a time

Pull up 
around waist

Pull both waist 
straps to adjust

Adjust center 
pad and dildo

STRAP-ON SEX
Perfect for switching gears with your partner and for beginner girl on girl.  

Stimulating a man’s prostate through massage or strap-on play can intensify
his orgasms.  We make strap-on sex easy and comfortable.

Recipe: 1 Strap-On and Silicone Dildo Set (SS10065),
1 dose of toy safe lube, 1 cup of adventure

EASY TO PUT ON. ADJUST IN SECONDS.



... or around the 
sides to 
explore new and 
exciting uses.

Position the straps 
around the 

head and foot of the 
mattress...

Slide the straps under the 
mattress  for an instant 

bondage bedroom.

Sets up in seconds. 
Fits any size 
mattress.

Take turns tying each other up.   Use soft cuffs to give your wrists and 
ankles the comfort needed to relax. Strong straps ensure whoever is 
tied up stays that way.

ALL TIED UP

Recipe: 1 Bed Bondage Kit (SS10000), 1 Shadow Slapper (SS09930), 1 Tease Crop (SS77020)





SEX & MISCHIEF ICONS YOU WILL SEE ON OUR PACKAGING
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